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 ABSTRACT 

Experimental study of natural convection heat transfer inside smooth and rough surfaces of vertical 

and inclined equilateral triangular channels of different inclination angles with a uniformly heated 

surface are performed. The inclination angle is changed from 15º to 90º. Smooth and rough surface 

of average roughness (0.02mm) are used and their effect on the heat transfer characteristics are 

studied. The local and average heat transfer coefficients and Nusselt number are obtained for 

smooth and rough channels at different heat flux values, different inclination angles and different 

Rayleigh numbers (Ra) 6.48 × 10
5 ≤ Ra ≤ 4.78 × 10

6
. The results show that the local Nusselt number 

decreases with increase of axial distance from the lower end of the triangular channel to a point near 

the upper end of channel, and then, it slightly increases. Higher values of local Nusselt number for 

rough channel along the axial distance compared with the smooth channel. The average Nusselt 

number of rough channel is higher than that of smooth channel by about 8.1% for inclined case at θ 
= 45

o
 and 10% for vertical case. The results obtained are correlated using dimensionless groups for 

both rough and smooth surfaces of the inclined and vertical triangular channels. 

Key words: Natural Convection, Constant heat flux, Triangular Channels, Rough surface, Smooth  

     Surface 

1. Introduction 

Natural convection heat transfer has gained considerable attention because of its 

applications in many practical fields in the area of energy conservation, design of solar 

collectors, heat exchangers, nuclear engineering, cooling of electrical and electronic 

equipment and many others. The increasing interest in developing compact and highly 

efficient heat exchangers motivated researchers to study heat transfer from tubes of non-

circular cross section,(elliptic, rectangular, square, ... etc). Abdel-Aziz [1] studied the heat 

transfer by natural convection from the inside surface of a uniformly heated tube at 

different angles of inclination. The experiments were carried out in the range of Ra from 

1.44 × 10
7
 to 8.85 × 10

8
, L/D from 10 to 31.4 and angle of inclination from 0º to 75º 

degree. The results showed that the average Num had a maximum value when the tube was 

vertical. 

Hussein and Yasin [2] experimentally investigated Heat transfer by natural convection 

from a uniformly heated vertical circular pipe with different entry restriction 

configurations by using the boundary condition of constant wall heat flux in the ranges of 

Ra from 1.1 × 10
9
 to 4.7 × 10

9
. The apparatus was made from heated cylinder of a length 
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900 mm and inside diameter 30 mm. The results show that the Nusselt number values 

increase as the heat flux increases. Empirical correlations were proposed in the form of 

LogNum versus LogRam for each case investigated and a general correlation was obtained 

for all cases. 

Sarhan et al. [3] studied the problem of natural convection to the air from the inside 

surface of the outer tube of the horizontal and vertical annuli with a uniformly heated outer 

tube and an adiabatic inner tube. The experiments covered a range of radius ratio from 0.26 

to 0.71 and a range of Ra (D/L) from 1.05 × 10
2
 to 1.2 × 10

4
. The results obtained were 

correlated by dimensionless groups with the available data of vertical annuli. The results 

showed that the cooling by natural convection inside the annuli decreased with the increase 

of radius ratio. 

Hosseini et al. [4] free convection in an open-ended vertical eccentric annulus with 

different eccentric ratios has been experimentally studied with several heat fluxes. The 

outer pipe was heated electrically and insulated carefully from the environment, and the 

inner pipe was completely filled with the ceramic wool to maintain the inner boundary 

insulated. The length and the radius ratio of the pipes used were 1660 mm and 0.24, 

respectively. The analysis of experimental results indicates that the heat transfer coefficient 

increases as the eccentric ratio increases up to 0.5. For ratios 0.5 – 0.7 the heat transfer 

coefficient remains approximately constant, and beyond that it starts to decrease and 

reaches a minimum at an eccentric ratio of 1. 

Free convection heat transfer from the inside surface of the inclined and vertical elliptic 

tube of axis ratio 2:1 with a uniformly heated outer surface was experimentally studied by 

Omara et al. [5] and Moawed and Ibrahim [6] The orientation angle (α) was changed 
from 0º to 90º with a step of 15º and the inclination angle (θ) was changed from 15º to 90º 
with steps of 15º. The experiments covered a range of Rayleigh number, (Ra) from 2.6 × 

10
6
 to 3.6 × 10

7
 for Omara et al. [5] and 6.85 × 10

5
 to 1.3 × 10

8
 for Moawed and Ibrahim 

[6]. The local and average Nusselt numbers were estimated for different orientation angles 

(α) and inclination angles (θ) at different Rayleigh numbers. It was found that the 

temperature increases with the increase of axial distance from lower end of the elliptic tube 

to the maximum value near the upper end. Then, the temperature gradually decreased. 

Also, local Nux was increased with the increase of α at the same axial distance. The mean 

Nusslet was increased with the increase of both α and θ.  
Amr et al. [7] conducted an experimental investigation of free convection from the outer 

surface of an elliptic tube to air for case of constant heat flux. The local and average 

Nusselt number are obtained for elliptic tube at different inclination angles and different 

values of Rayleigh number 1.1 × 10
7
 ≤ Ra ≥ 8 × 107

. The comparison between free 

convection around isothermal and constant heat flux elliptic tubes, it was made and it was 

found that at steady state, the heat flux tube correlates well with Rayleigh number similar 

to the isothermal tube. The maximum average Nusselt number is achieved by the elliptic 

tube with vertical major axis. 

Nada [8] studied natural convection heat transfer in horizontal and vertical closed narrow 

enclosures with heated rectangular finned base plate. The study was experimentally 

investigated at a wide range of Rayleigh number (Ra) for different fin spacing and fin 

length values. The results show that increasing fin length increases Nusselt number (Num) 
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and finned surface effectiveness (ε); also increasing Ra increases Num for any fin-array 

geometry.  
Varol et al. [9] studied natural convection in a triangular enclosure with flush mounted 

heater on the wall. The study of natural convection heat transfer in triangular enclosure 

was analyzed numerically for different parameters, including the aspect ratio of triangle 

(AR = 1 and 0.6), Rayleigh number and both length and position of heater. The results 

showed that the flow and temperature fields are affected by the shape of enclosure and 

Rayleigh numbers play an important role on them. Both position and location of heater 

affect the flow circulation and heat transfer. 

Experimental study of inclination angle and surface area effects for longitudinally finned 

cylinder on free convection heat transfer in an open enclosure was studied by Seleem and 

Kamel [10]. This study deals with heat transfer by free convection from the outer surface 

of two cylinders (Triangular & Rectangular shape fined cylinder 12-fins). The 

experimental work was conducted with air as a heat transport medium. The cylinders were 

fixed at different slope angles (0º, 30º, 60º, 90º). The results show that heat transfer from 

the triangular finned cylinder is a maximum at a slope angle (90º) and minimum at the 

slope angle (0º) with the range of, Ra, from 1.54 × 10
7
 to 1.57 × 10

8
. 

Abdlmonem and Michel [11] studied the effect of surface roughness on the average heat 

transfer from a uniformly heated flat plate of an impinging air jet. The roughness took the 

shape of a circular array of protrusions of 0.5 mm base and 0.5 mm height. The results 

indicated an increase up to 6.0% of the average Nusselt number due to surface roughness. 

Heat transfer in rough circular cylinder microfins was studied and a new analytical model 

was also developed by Majid et al. [12]. The results showed that both cross-sectional and 

surface areas of microfins increase by increasing roughness. Consequently, an 

enhancement is observed in the heat transfer rate and thermal performance of microfins. 

The effect of roughness is more profound in lower convective heat transfer coefficient. The 

rate of increase in microfin base heat flux due to roughness is higher at lower Nusselt 

numbers; thus, better improvement in thermal efficiency of a microfin (due to roughness) 

can be achieved with a natural convection regime. 

Hany et al. [13] natural convection heat transfer through horizontal open ended equilateral 

triangular channels (smooth and rough channels) with a uniformly heated surface is 

experimentally study. The effect of smooth and rough surface of average roughness (ra = 

0.02mm) on the heat transfer characteristics are studied. The local and average heat 

transfer coefficients and Nusselt number were obtained for smooth and rough channels at 

different Rayleigh numbers from 6.45 × 10
5 

to 4.45 × 10
6
. The findings show that the 

values of temperature difference between the inside surface and ambient air increases with 

increase of axial distance from both ends of the channel until a maximum value at the 

middle of the channel. The results show higher values of local (Nux) for rough channel 

along the axial distance compared with the smooth channel. The average Num of rough 

channel is higher than Num of smooth channel by about 7%. The results obtained were 

correlated using dimensionless groups for both rough and smooth surfaces of the 

equilateral horizontal triangular channels. 
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In the present work natural convection heat transfer from vertical and inclined open ended 

equilateral triangular channel to inside air is experimentally studied. The effect of the inner 

surfaces roughness is taken into considerations. 

2. Experimental Set Up and Test Procedures 

The experimental test rig is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. It consists of an equilateral 

triangular channel (test section) mounted on a frame. 

 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup 

The equilateral triangular channel of length 500 mm is made from copper of 1.5 mm 

thickness. Side length of triangle for equilateral triangular channel is 65mm. The outer 

surface of the triangular channel is completely covered with an electricity insulating tape 

as shown in Fig. 2. A nickel–chrome wire of 0.4 mm diameter is uniformly wound to form 

the main heater. The main heater is covered with an asbestos layer of 45 mm thickness 

surrounded by another nickel–chrome wire of 0.4 mm diameter was wound uniformly to 

form a guard heater. The guard heater is covered with a 30 mm thick asbestos layer. Two 

pairs of thermocouples are installed in the asbestos layer between the main heater and the 

guard heater. The thermocouples of each pair were fixed on the same radial line. The guard 

heater is adjusted so that, at steady state, the readings of the thermocouples of each pair 

became practically the same. Thus, all the energy generated by the main heater should be 

flown inward to the triangular channel. 

 
Fig. 2. Heaters arrangement 
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The inner surface temperature of the triangular channel is measured by 15 chromel-alumel 

thermocouples of 0.4 mm diameter soldered in slots milled along the axial and 

circumferential directions. The distribution of thermocouples is located for five measuring 

axial locations for each side surface of the triangular channel at axial distances of 50, 150, 

250, 350 and 450 mm from one end of the triangular channel as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution of the thermocouples on the triangular channel. 

The calculation of heat transfer coefficient is depending on the temperature difference 

(ΔTs) between the inside surface temperature and the bulk temperature of the air flowing 

inside the triangular channel. The bulk temperature is, however, unknown. Consequently 

the heat transfer coefficient is calculated employing a temperature difference equal to the 

difference between the surface temperature Ts and the temperature at the entrance to the 

triangular channel. All temperatures are measured by digital thermometer capable of 

reading ±0.1 C. The input electric power was regulated by AC power voltage transformer 

(variac) and is measured by a digital wattmeter with a resolution of ±0.01 W. The whole 

experimental set up was installed in laboratory room (closed room) with a controlled 

temperature environment. The input electric power to the main heater is controlled and 

changed by the AC variac for each experiment. The steady state condition for each run was 

achieved after 3 – 4 h approximately. The steady state condition is considered to be 

achieved when the temperature reading of each thermocouple was not changed by more 

than ±0.5 C within 20 minutes. When the steady state condition was established, the 

readings of all thermocouples and the input power were recorded. Two equilateral 

triangular channels, one has smooth surfaces and the second has rough surface of 0.02mm 

roughness were used for the present study. 

3. Analysis of Experimental Measurements 

In the present work, the local heat transfer coefficient, hx, between the inside surface of the 

triangular channel and the air inside the triangular channel is calculated by: 

       hx = q /ΔTs                                                                                                                     (1) 

 The temperature difference between the inside surface of the triangular channel and the 

bulk air is given by: 

       ΔTs = (Ts –T∞)                                                                                                               (2)                              

 The corresponding local Nusselt number, Nu is calculated from by: 

      Nux = hx D/k                                                                                                       (3) 
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The average heat transfer coefficient between the inside surface of the triangular channel 

and the air inside the triangular channel is calculated from the following equation: 

      hm = q /ΔTms                                                                                                                   (4) 

             Where: ΔTms =Tms –T∞                                                                                                                         

The average inner surface temperature can be estimated by: 

     Tms = dxT
L

xs

Lx

x


0

1
                                                                                                      (5) 

The corresponding average Nusselt number Num is calculated by: 

      Num = hm D/k                                                                                                                 (6) 

 

The Rayleigh number Ra is calculated by: 

      Ra = Gr Pr                                                                                                                     (7) 

The Grashof number, Gr can be calculated by: 

     Gr = gβD4q/k ν2
                                                                                                    (8) 

The physical properties are evaluated at the mean film temperature, as in [16] as: 

     Tmf = (Tms + T∞)/ 2                                                                                                          (9) 

4. Uncertainty Analysis 

Generally, the accuracy of the experimental results depends upon the accuracy of the 

individual measuring instrument and the manufactured accuracy of the triangular channel. 

Also, the accuracy of an instrument is limited by its minimum division (its sensitivity). In 

the present work, the uncertainties in both the heat transfer coefficient (Nusselt number) 

and Rayleigh number are estimated by using the differential approximation method. For a 

typical experiment, the total uncertainty in measuring the main heater input power, 

temperature difference (ΔTs), heat transfer rate and the triangular channel surface area 

were ±0.23%, ±0.6%, ±3.1% and ±0.23%, respectively. These are combined to give a 

maximum error of ±3.7% in heat transfer coefficient (Nusselt number) and a maximum 

error of ±5.2% in Rayleigh number. 

5. Results and Discussion 

The present experimental results for smooth and rough surfaces of vertical and inclined 

triangular channels with different heat flux values (q), different inclination angles (θ) and 
different Rayleigh numbers (Ra) are discussed in this section. The results obtained in this 

work include the temperature distributions of channel surface temperature and local Nux as 

well as Num vs Ra. The results covered ranges of Ra from 6.48 × 10
5 
to 4.78 × 10

6
, for both 

smooth and rough surfaces (average roughness ra = 0.02mm) of the inclined (15º
 ≤ θ ≤ 75º) 

and vertical (θ = 90º) triangular channels. 

5.1. Temperature difference distribution 

The results for the inside surface temperature difference (ΔTs) of the smooth triangular 

channel are shown in Fig. 4 for the inclined case at θ = 15º. This figure shows a parabolic 

variation of the temperature difference (∆Ts) with axial distance (x) for inner smooth 

surface. The surface temperature difference (ΔTs) gradually increase with the increase of 
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axial distance (x) from the lower end of the inclined triangular channel until a maximum 

value near the upper end of triangular channel, then, it slightly decreases. This can be 

attributed to the flow of cold air entering from the lower end flowing up to the upper end 

due to buoyancy effect. This flow causes grow of boundary layer from the lower end until 

the boundary layer fills the whole triangular channel. This would, however, cause the 

surface temperature difference to increase. 
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Fig. 4. Variation of surface temperature difference (∆Ts) with axial distance (X) for 

smooth triangular channel at different values of heat flux and θ = 15º. 

Figure 5 shows a behavior of ΔTs–x for vertical triangular channel similar to that of 

inclined triangular channel with θ = 15º but different in ΔTs values. Also, behaviors of 

stream lines of air flow inside the vertical triangular channel are different from that of the 

inclined triangular channels. All the air flowing inside the channel enters from the lower 

end and all of it exits from the upper end.  
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Fig. 5. Variation of surface temperature difference (∆Ts) with axial distance (X) for 

smooth triangular channel at different values of heat flux and θ = 90º. 
Figure 6 shows the effect of inclination angle θ on ΔTs at one value of heat flux (404.6 

W/m
2
) for triangular channel. It can be seen from this figure that the temperature 

difference ΔTs decreases with increase of inclination angle, (θ) at the same axial distance, 
(x) and the same heat flux, (q). This can be attributed to the increase of air flow and its 

temperature with increase of channel inclination. Thus, causes a high rate of convective 
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heat transfer between the inner surface of the triangular channel and the air inside the 

triangular channel and causes reduction in ΔTs. 
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Fig. 6. Effect of the inclination angle (θ) on surface temperature difference (∆Ts) of 

smooth triangular channel at q = 404.6 W/m
2
. 

5.2. Local nusselt number, Nux 
Figure 7 illustrates the variation of local Nusselt number (Nux) along the axial distance of 

the inclined triangular channel at θ = 15º and different heat fluxes. As shown from this 

figure the Nux decreases with the increase of dimensionless axial distance (x/L) from the 

lower end of the inclined triangular channel until a minimum value near the upper end of 

channel, then, it slightly increases until the upper end of triangular channel. The boundary 

layer grows up causing a decrease in convective heat transfer coefficient.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Variation of the local Nusselt number (Nux) with axial distance (x/L)  

for smooth triangular channel at θ = 15º. 
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Fig. 8. Variation of the local Nusselt number (Nux) with axial distance (x/L)  

for smooth triangular channel at θ = 90º. 
The effect of inclination angle θ on local Nusselt number Nux of triangular channel is 

shown in Fig. 9. This figure shows that Nux increases with increase of θ under the same 
other conditions. This can be attributed to the increase of air drawn from the lower end due 

to buoyancy force. Thus, causes increase convective heat transfer rate with the increase of 

θ. 
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Fig. 9. Effect of the inclination angle (θ) on local Nusselt number (Nux) of smooth  

triangular channel at q = 404.6 W/m
2
. 

5.3. Mean nusselt number, Num 

Figure 10 shows the effect of inclination angle (θ) on the average Num at different heat 

fluxes for the smooth triangular channel. This figure shows that, the average Num increases 

with the increase of (θ) at the same heat flux. The increasing of Num with increase of (θ) 
can be attributed to the increase of air flow due buoyancy force through the lower end of 

the triangular channel. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of The inclination angle (θ) on the (Num) at different heat fluxes 

 for smooth triangular channel. 

The variation of the average Nusselt number, Num, with Ra at different inclination angle 

(θ) is shown in Fig. 11 for smooth triangular channel. As shown Num increases with the 

increase of θ and Ra. 
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Fig. 11. Variation of mean Nusselt number (Num) with Rayliegh number 

 at different inclination angels. 

The variation of the average Nusselt number, Num, with Ra for smooth and rough channels 

at different inclination angles (15º, 45º and 90º) is shown in Fig. 12. This figure shows that 

the value of Num increases with the increase of Ra for smooth and rough inside surfaces. 

Comparing Num versus Ra for smooth and rough inside surfaces shows that Num values for 

rough surface are higher than Num values for smooth surface at all cases. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison between smooth and rough triangular channels on the average 

Nusselt number (Num) for different values of Ra, at different inclination angles. 

5.4. Correlation of the results 

The experimental results were fitted using power regression. Evaluations of the empirical 

correlations for both smooth and rough surface channels are as follows:  

Smooth and rough triangular channels at (15º
 ≤ θ ≤ 90º): 

  For smooth channel  

Num = 0.11 Ra
0.304

 (sin θ)
0.013

 ,        6.48 × 10
5 ≤ Ra ≤ 4.69 × 10

6
         (10) 

     For rough channel (ra = 0.02mm)  

Num = 0.12 Ra
0.304

 (sin θ)
0.013

 ,        6.49 × 10
5 ≤ Ra ≤ 4.78 × 10

6
         (11) 

Equations (10) and (11) represent the correlation for natural convection inside smooth and 

rough equilateral triangular channels respectively at 6.48 × 10
5 ≤ Ra ≤ 4.78 × 10

6
 and 15º

 ≤ 
θ ≤ 90º. The calculated data from Equations (10) and (11) of the average Nusselt number 

(NumCal) are plotted against experimental data of the average Nusselt number (NumExp) in 

Fig. 13 (a) & (b). As noted from figure, the maximum deviation between the experimental 

data and the correlated equations are ±9.7% for smooth channel and ±10.5% for rough 

channel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(a) Smooth channel                                                       (b) Rough channel 

Fig. 13. Average Numcal versus Average Numexp for smooth and rough triangular 

channels at (15º
 ≤ θ ≤ 90º) 
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5.5. Comparison with the previous work 

5.5.1. Inclined channels 
The available information about free convection from inclined elliptic tube of Moawed and 

Ibrahim [6] is used for comparison. The present experimental data of inclined triangular 

channels (smooth and rough channels) at θ = 45º, it's compared with the inclined elliptic 

tube at θ = 45º of Moawed and Ibrahim [6] is shown in Fig. 14. This figure shows that the 

present results of free convection heat transfer inside inclined triangular channels are less 

than Moawed and Ibrahim [6] for free convection heat transfer inside inclined elliptic 

channel. Also, there is enhancement of free convection heat transfer in using triangular 

rough channel at different inclination angles instead of triangular smooth channel at the 

same working conditions. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the present work versus Moawed and Ibrahim [6]. 

5.5.2. Vertical channels 
A comparison between the present work results with Omara et al. [5] is shown in Fig. 15. 

This figure shows that the present results of free convection heat transfer inside vertical 

triangular channels are less than Omara et al. [5] for free convection heat transfer inside 

vertical elliptic channel. Also, there is enhancement of free convection heat transfer in 

using triangular rough channel instead of triangular smooth channel at the same working 

conditions. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the present work versus Omara et al. [5]. 
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6. Conclusions 

Natural convection heat transfer from the inside surface of vertical and inclined equilateral 

triangular channels to air with a uniformly heated surface is investigated experimentally. 

The average roughness of rough channel was (ra = 0.02mm). The experiments covered a 

range of Rayleigh number, Ra from 6.48 × 10
5 
to 4.78 × 10

6
. The local and average Nusselt 

number values are estimated for smooth and rough channels at different values of Rayleigh 

numbers. The following main points can be drawn from this study:  

 The value of the local Nux in rough channel is higher than Nux in smooth channel.  

 The local Nusselt number (Nux) decreases with increase of axial distance from the 

lower end of the triangular channel to a point near the upper end of channel, and 

then, it gradually increases. 

 The average Num increases with increasing Ra. 

 There is an enhancement of heat transfer coefficient with rough surface and increase 

of inclination angle (θ) at the same heat flux (q),the average heat transfer coefficient 

(hm) of rough channel is higher than that of smooth channel by about 8.1% in 

inclined case at θ = 45o
 and 10% in vertical case. 

 Correlations of Nusselt number for natural convection inside open ended inclined 

and vertical equilateral triangular channels (smooth and rough channels) are 

obtained. 

Nomenclature 

Ac    Cross-sectional area, m
2
 

As    Surface area, m
2
  

C     Constant 

cp     Specific heat of air at constant pressure, J/kg K 

D     Hydraulic diameter of triangular channel, 4 Ac /per, m 

g      Gravity acceleration, m/s
2
 

Gr    Grashof number, gβqD4/k ν2
  

hx     Local convective heat transfer coefficient, q/ΔTs, W/m
2 
K 

hm    Average convective heat transfer coefficient,  , W/m
2 

K 

k      Thermal conductivity, W/m K  

L      Triangular channel length, m 

Nux   Local Nusselt number, hx D/k 

Num  Average Nusselt number, hm D/k 

Pr    Prandtl number, cp µ/k 

Q     Electric power of main heater, W 

q      Heat flux, Q/As, W/m
2
 

Ra    Rayleigh number, Gr Pr 

ra     Average roughness, mm 

T∞    Bulk air temperature, K 

Ts     Inside surface temperature of triangular channel, K 

Tms   Average inside surface temperature of triangular channel, K 

Tmf    Mean film temperature, K 

X      Axial distance measured from triangular channel entrance, m 

ΔTs   Temperature difference, (Ts –T∞),C 
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Greek Letters 

β      Volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, K
-1

          ρ     Density of air, kg/m
3
      

      Dynamic viscosity of air, kg/m s                               θ     inclination angle, degree 

      Kinematic viscosity of air, ( µ/ρ ), m2
/s 
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يعي إنتقال الحرار بالحم ر مفتو الطرفين ذا اخلل الط م  

مقطع مثلثي متساو اأضاع في الوضع المائل والرأسي   

ص العرب  المل
ا يعي  ل الط ا بالح ي إنتقال الح اس مع حث  ا ال نيذ  ا مجل خلل يقد ه للي  مفتلح  الطل مقطل  مل

. ي  متسا  اأضا يت ع اس أج مفتلح  يذيمجالد قطل   لي ال نيذμ مل لي  لدأي الطل اخ ا  ا سلط   ه
اآخ  ا س  ج خشحن متحسط تسا   أم ي خشذ بد اخ جا  0.02mmسط   ي   اس تح  يث تم 

ي سط  ال ا ع لي ج الح اس  مل قط   ي لال خشلحن السلط  اللداخ لي  جل مد  تأثي نعحم  ع
م لسط   نت يذ ال ا مذ خال التس ج خصائص إنتقال الح ا   ال بي عند نيض   ا ك بحاسط س

ف  ثابت ت ج  بقيم م ي ل ي السط  الداخ 51)ع
 ≤ q ≤ 725) فل ت 15º) ايا ميلل م

 ≤ θ ≤ 90º) , تلم
ا تحسل  لاس معامل انتقال الح ال حضعي  ال    جل  ال شلذ     جل السلط  النلاعم  السلط  ال

ف  ت يعند قيم م اي غت مذ  Ra لعد  10 × 6.48ب
10 × 4.78إلي   5

6 
عاملل  ي أنه يحجد تحسيذ ل ي نل بالسلط  النلاعم إضحت النتائج التج شلذ مقا ا مل  السلط  ال نتقلال الحل

أ قي عند نفس ا ,  قلدا إنتقال معامل الفيض الح تحس  يزيلد ب ا ال السلط    ا جل ل   %8.1الح
شذ عنه  ج ال يل ميللالسط  النلاعم  نلي  الل   ا ل ا ائلل عنلد  θ = 45oالحضل  ال

قلدا    لا يزيلد ب , ك
أس 10% ا ني  ال الحض  ال ي ا خال ي, تق ج يزيد معامل إنتقال الح للي ال يل مل ا قطل  بزيلا   ال

أسي  يل  تي يصل إلي أقصي قي له عند الحض  ال  θ = 90ºال
يعي خال اأسط   ل الط ا بالح ف إنتقال الح ت ب  العحامل ال ي ت ي ا تج ي معا قد تم الحصحل ع

ج   شن ل ال لي متسا  اأ  االناع  ل قط  ال  .ضاال


